The 6th Sabah Oil and Gas Conference and Exhibition (SOGCE) was successfully organised on 10th and 11th April 2017 at the Magellan Sutera Resort, Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysian Borneo. The theme of the 6th SOGCE was “Opportunities and Growth in the Sabah Oil and Gas Industry – Harnessing Workforce Capability in Oil and Gas and HSE”.

The conference was attended by 120 delegates and Speakers from oil and gas companies and related industries.

- 90% rated the programme was very good and well organised
- 80% rated the overall structure was good and overall was excellent
- 74% rated the topics were relevant
- 78% rated the quality of materials was very good

Speakers for both plenary and panel discussions, their quality of papers and delivery style and relevance were rated in between good and very good. Delegates managed to get useful contacts, exchange of ideas, gather information and rated high on the timing of the conference, and that the conference fulfilled their objectives and the conference was of high value to them.

The rationales for attending the conference were rated high on networking and for personal growth and development as well as required by their respective companies. What was most beneficial to the delegates are the oil and gas industry updates, upstream and downstream opportunities, the view on Sabah workforce, leadership in safety and environment, networking with stakeholders and sharing session from industrial players.

90% rated the programme was very good and well organized

80% rated the overall programme was excellent

78% rated the quality of the materials was very good
The 6th SOGCE was officiated by **Yang Berhormat Datuk Seri Panglima Raymond Tan, Deputy Chief Minister and Minister of Industrial Development**, who represented Yang Amat Berhormat Datuk Seri Panglima Musa Haji Aman, Sabah Chief Minister.

On exhibition, 76% were participated by oil and gas companies whereas the remaining was by media partners who are directly related in the promotion of oil and gas industry.

- **86% rated their goal was to promote brand awareness**
- **71% rated to improve brand recognition**
- **80% managed to promote their brand awareness and this was their highest achievement.**
- **Press coverage exceeded their expectations the most**
- **86% managed to generate relevant and quality leads**

On visitors, 71% were from oil and gas companies, followed by companies from the following sectors with their designations and purpose of visits accordingly:

- maintenance, protective coatings, safety equipment, telecommunications, trading and chemical, services, civil, structure repair for offshore platform, business network, downstream services, construction and supply, development, electrical and electronics, entrepreneurship development, marine, marketing, pipeline, training centres, transportation, fabrication and industrial material supplies, downstream services and machinery

**Managing Director, General Manager, Project Manager, Operations Manager, Manager, CEO, Chairman, Admin executive, Accounts manager, Business Development Manager, COO, Engineer, Sales Manager, Supervisor, Technical Advisor, Lecturer, Trainee, Welding Inspector, Sales and Marketing Executive, Sales Engineer, Sole Proprietor, University and Secondary students by invitation.**

- Keeping updated with the industry, gather information of products and services, seeking strategic business partnerships, finalising purchasing decisions, sourcing of products and services, evaluating the show for future participation and sourcing for distributors
79% of exhibition visitors are from oil & gas companies most of which attend to keep up with industry trends, gather information and develop business partnership.
The main features of the 6th SOGCE 2017 include conference and exhibition, signing ceremony, student visits and more.
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Ian Lim, General Manager Sabah Shell Malaysia

“Stepping Up To Be an Upstream Oil and Gas Contractor” by Sarawak Shell Berhad/ Sabah Shell Petroleum Co.Ltd
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Thank You
to all sponsors, partners exhibitors, speakers, delegates, visitors and everyone who made this event a success

SEE YOU AT SOGCE 2019 ON 4 & 5 JULY 2019!

FOR ENQUIRIES:
CONTACT INFO@MIDASEVENTSM.COM
OR LOG ON TO WWW.SABAHOILANDGAS.COM.MY